ABSTRACT

Once you realize how easy it is to let SAS® get your interval dates for you, you will never be entering date parameters again.

The intended audience is Base SAS® users of all experience levels on any platform.

INTRODUCTION

To simplify the running of repeating reports which are scheduled at regular intervals, we can use SAS® functions to create macro variables to represent the date range for the current execution of our report. This can prevent accidental introduction of errors and make us more productive, since this code is reusable. In a batch production environment, where SAS® jobs can be scheduled to run on a regular basis without human intervention, this avoids the necessity of changing parameters each time we run. These techniques will be applicable even if we need to submit from our Editor Window, so we will not have to revise date-specific code every time.

Problem: Run Quarterly Report

Four times a year, a report must be generated to compare current year and quarter year-to-date with the previous year. We do not want to make changes to the program or have to enter or hard-code date parameters for each run.

Constraints:
1. Data collection requires at least thirty days after the end of the quarter to assure that all data has been entered.
2. This report needs to run on a quiet night, not in contention with weekly or monthly jobs.

It will be put on the production schedule to run automatically every three months, on the second Thursday night of the month after the quarter ends (or about six weeks after each quarter.) In 2002, it ran on May 9, August 8, November 14 and February 13, 2003 for 2002 - Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4.

How can we get the start and end dates for the report automatically in our program?

DATA _NULL_;
    CALL SYMPUT('qtr_end', '' || TRIM(LEFT(PUT(INTNX('MONTH',DATE(),-2,'END'), DATE9.))) ||'d' ));
RUN ;
%PUT End of Quarter= &qtr_end ;
FINAL PROGRAM CODE
To compare this year and quarter year-to-date with last year, we require start and end dates for each year. The four macro variables &start and &end for this year and &start0 and &end0 for last year are created in the program segment below. Later in the program, they are used for data selection. Notice that the end date is selected here with the INTNX parameters 'QTR', -1 instead of 'MONTH', -2. They are equivalent in this case. The prior year value is 'QTR', -5. The start dates are the first day of this year 'YEAR', 0,'BEG' and last year 'YEAR', -1,'BEG'. The last parameter is optional here because 'BEG' is the default value.

DATA _NULL_;
CALL SYMPUT('start', '"'||TRIM(LEFT(PUT(INTNX('YEAR',DATE(),0,'BEG'), DATE9.)))||'"d') ;
CALL SYMPUT('end', '"'||TRIM(LEFT(PUT(INTNX('QTR',DATE(),-1,'END'), DATE9.)))||'"d') ;
CALL SYMPUT('start0', '"'||TRIM(LEFT(PUT(INTNX('YEAR',DATE(),-1,'BEG'), DATE9.)))||'"d') ;
CALL SYMPUT('end0', '"'||TRIM(LEFT(PUT(INTNX('QTR',DATE(),-5,'END'), DATE9.)))||'"d') ;
RUN ;
%PUT This year &start - &end ;
%PUT Last year &start0 - &end0 ;
* ... ;
PROC SQL ;
SELECT ...
FROM ... T
WHERE (filedate BETWEEN &start AND &end
OR filedate BETWEEN &start0 AND &end0) ;
QUIT ;

ALTERNATE CODE
For data retrieval from databases other than SAS®, the date formats may be MMDDYY10 or DATETIME instead of DATE9. Then, the single quotes and the letter d will not be necessary.

DATA _NULL_;
CALL SYMPUT('qtr_end', TRIM(LEFT(PUT(INTNX('MONTH',DATE(),-2,'END'), MMDDYY10.)))) ;
RUN ;
%PUT End of Quarter= &qtr_end ;

CONCLUSION
Use SAS® functions to create macro variables to represent the date range for the current execution of repeating reports. Avoid the necessity of changing parameters each time.
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